SKAGGS SLEEP DISORDERS CENTER
SLEEP STUDY QUESTIONAIRE
Patient Name:__________________________________________________
Address:

__________________________________________________

Home Phone:___________________________________________________
Work Phone:___________________________________________________

It is important for you to be a s accurate as possible in answering the following questions. The
purpose of this questionnaire is to get a total picture of your background and the nature of your
present problem. Please complete these questions as thoroughly as you can.
This information will be held in the strictest confidence

1. Have you ever been diagnosed with a sleep disorder or had a sleep study before? When, Where,
Diagnosis, Treatment_____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
2. What in your on words, is your sleep problem?_____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
3. Do any other members of your family have sleep problems? ____________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
4. How does this problem affect your life?_____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
5. What do you hope we can do to help?_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
6. Circle how strongly you want help with your problem? Very Much / Much / Moderately / Do Without
7. Circle how long have you had a sleep problem? Less than 3Mo/ 3Mo to 1yr/ 1 to 2 yrs./ More than 2yrs
PLEASE PUT A CHECK BESIDE EVERY ITEM THAT YOU CURRENTLY EXPERIENCE
8.___Trouble falling asleep at night
9.___Trouble staying asleep at night
10.__Waking too early in the morning
11.__Uncontrollable daytime sleep attacks
12.__Snoring during sleep
13.__Gasping for breath during sleep
14.__Choking during sleep
15.__Dry mouth after sleeping
16.__Feeling non-refreshed in the morning
17.__Fatigue

18.___Leg-kicking during sleep
19.___Urges to walk or move legs while trying to sleep
20.___Restlessness during sleep
21.___Bedwetting during sleep
22.___Sleepwalking
23.___Seizures during sleep
24.___Nightmares
25.___Sleeptalking
26.___Excessive daytime sleepiness
27.___Biting your tongue in your sleep

28. What time do you usually go to bed?_____ 29. What time do you usually get up?____am/ pm
30. Do you usually take naps during the day or evening? Yes_____
No_____
31. Do you usually awake at night?______ If Yes, how many times do you normally wake?____
32. What do you do when you awake at night?____________________________________________

WHAT MEDICAL CONDITIONS DO YOU HAVE?
33. ___Diabetes
34. ___High Blood Pressure
35. ___Heart Disease
36. ___Kidney Disease
37. ___Stroke
38. ___Neurological Disease
39. ___Depression

40.___Anxiety
41.___Cancer
42.___Lung Disease
43.___Asthma
44.___Thyroid Disorder
45.___Chronic Sinusitis
46.___Narcolepsy

47.___Obesity
48.___ Arthritis
49.___Alcohol Problem
50.___Drug Problem
51.___Severe Headaches
52.___Anemia
53.___Epilepsy

54. Other.________________________________________________________________
CHECK ANY OF THE FOLLOWING THAT APPLY TO YOU
___Headaches
___Palpitations
___Bowel Disturbance
___Financial Problems
___Feel Tense
___Depressed
___Unable to Relax
___Don’t like weekends/vacations
___Can’t make friends
___Can’t keep a job
___Insomnia

___Dizziness
___Stomach trouble
___Fatigue
___Take sedatives
___Fell panicky
___Suicidal ideas
___Over ambitious
___Memory problems
___Inferiority feelings
___Fainting spells
___Can’t make decisions

___Concentration
___Can’t have a good time
___No appetite
___Tremors
___Alcoholism
___Drug abuse
___Shy with people
___Home conditions bad
___Take antacids regularly
___Sexual Problems
___Others______________

HAVE ANY “FAMILY MEMBERS” EVER HAD THE FOLLOWING?
___Diabetes
___High blood pressure
___Kidney disease
___Stroke
___Neurological disease

___Depression
___Anxiety
___Cancer
___Lung disease
___Asthma

___Thyroid disorder
___Chronic Sinusitis
___Sleep apnea disorder
___Narcolepsy
___Other____________

LIST YOUR CONSUMPTION OF THE FOLLOWING “PER DAY”
___Coffee
___Tea
___Chocolate
___Colas

___Alcohol
___Cigarettes/Cigar
___Time usually consumed
___Started smoking
___No longer drink
___Stopped smoking

ABOUT YOUR CURRENT MARRIAGE
___How long have you been married?
____How many children from this marriage?
___How old is your spouse?
____How many times have you been married?
58. How many hours of sleep do you usually get per night? ____Hours _____Minutes

59. Do you go to bed at the same time each night? _____ No

_____Yes

60. What time do you normally go to bed on weekdays? ______

On weekends?____

61. What time do you usually awake in the morning on the weekdays?____ On weekends?_____
62. Are your sleep habits or sleep quality on weekends different from the rest of the week? _____
63. Do you usually drink coffee or tea within 2 hours of going to bed? ______
64. Do you do physical exercise before bedtime?_______ How Long?_____
65. How long does it take for you to fall asleep? ________Hours ______Minutes
66. Do you try hard to fall asleep? __________
67. Do you read before falling asleep?_______
68. Do you watch TV in bed before falling asleep? _____
69. How do you feel after an average night of sleep?____________________________________
70. On the average, how long do you stay in bed after waking up in the morning? _____________
71. Do you have trouble waking in the am? Getting to work on time? Or meeting commitments?___
72. If you awake at night, during which part of the sleep period is it?
a. Soon after falling asleep
b. Middle of the night
c. Early morning
73. Do you feel refreshed after you take a short nap? __________________
74. When do you feel better?
a. Morning
b. Afternoon
c. Evening
75. Do you sleep better when away from home?
a. Better
b. Worse
c. Same
76. Is your sleep problem better when on vacation?
a. Better
b. Worse
c. Same

SLEEP HABITS, Continued
77. Do you usually: (Check all that apply to you)
____Sleep with someone else in your bed
____Sleep with someone else in your room
____Provide assistance to someone else during the night
78. Is your sleep often disturbed by (check all that apply)
____Heat
___Bed Partner
____Cold
___Not being in your usual bed
____Noise
Other _______________________________
____Light
79. With whom are you now living? (wife, children, parents, etc. please list ages)
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
80. Do you work split shifts or rotating (variable) shifts?
____No
____Yes, what type?____8hrs rotating
10hrs rotating____12 hrs rotating
81. Do you have difficulty sleeping in the:
_____Fall
_____Winter
_____Spring

_____Summer
_____All year long
_____Never have difficulty sleeping

82. Does your sleep problem disturb your sex life? _____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
83. Is your present social life satisfactory? ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
84. Does your sleep problem require you to cut back on your social activity? __________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
85. Please describe any other information pertinent to your sleep problem not previously described.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

SLEEP SYMPTOM CHECKLIST
PLEASE RATE HOW OFTEN YOU …
Snore
Snore loudly enough that others complain
Often have to sleep in another room
Awaken from sleep short of breath
Wake up gasping for breath during the night
Breathing problems at night, observed by others
Awaken at night with heartburn, belching, cough
Sweat excessively at night
Feel heart pounding or beating irregular at night
Wake up refreshed and rested in the morning
Have trouble sleeping when you have a cold
Fall asleep driving
Fall asleep at work
Have trouble at work or school because of sleepiness
Fall asleep during the day involuntarily
Fall asleep voluntarily
Fall asleep when laughing or crying
Feel muscle tone loss when extremely emotional
Fall asleep during physical effort
Feel paralyzed when waking or falling asleep
Take naps during the day
Feel refreshed after a short (5 t0 10 minute) nap
Feel afraid of going to sleep
Have nightmares
Remember your dreams
Have recurring dreams
Have thoughts racing through your mind
Feel sad and depressed
Have anxiety (worry about things)
Grind your teeth during sleep
Have morning jaw pain
Kick during the night
Notice parts of your body jerk
Experience any type of leg pain during the night
Experience crawling and aching feeling in your legs
Are awakened by pain during the night
Have muscular tension
Are bothered by pain during the day
Wake up feeling stiff in the mornings
Wake up with sore or achy muscles
Wake up with pain in your neck, spine, or joints

never

rarely sometimes frequent constant

CURRENT MEDICATIONS
We need to know ALL THE PRESCRIPTION and NON PRESCRIPTION medications you have taken in
the PAST SIX MONTHS.
Please check your medicine cabinet and your medical records for such drugs. Think back over all the
health problems you have had in that time and try to recall the drugs you took for them. Please write
VERY NEATLY, and use the example as a guide.
Name of Drug
Example: Ampicillin
Example: Darvon

Dose of
Each pill?
500mg
125 mg.

Number times
Per day
4 a day
As needed

Taken for
how long?
2 weeks
6 months

Taken for
Taken
What reason? today?
ear infection
no
leg pain
yes

EPWORTH SLEEPINESS SCALE
(PATIENT’S RESPONSE)
NAME:_____________________________________________________
TODAY’S DATE:__________________

YOUR AGE:_______________

YOUR SEX: (M=MALE F= FEMALE)___________________
How likely are you to doze off or fall asleep in the following situations, in contrast to appearing just tired?
This refers to your way of life in recent times. Even if you have not done some of these things recently,
compare these situations to your past and how it would have effected you.
Use the following scale to choose the most appropriate number for each situation.
0= would never doze
1= slight chance of dozing
2= moderate chance of dozing
3= high chance of dozing
SITUATIONS:

CHANCE OF DOZING:

Sitting and reading

____________________

Watching TV

____________________

Sitting, inactive in a public place
(theater, movie, meeting)

____________________

As a passenger in a car for an hour without a break

____________________

Lying down to rest in the afternoon when
circumstances permit

____________________

Sitting and talking to someone

____________________

Sitting quietly after a lunch without alcohol

____________________

In a car, while stopped for a few minutes in traffic

____________________

Thank you for your cooperation! **Please return this in 3 weeks if instructed to do so.

EPWORTH SLEEPINESS SCALE
(OBSERVER’S RESPONSE)
YOUR NAME:____________________________ YOUR AGE:_________________
YOUR SEX: (M=Male F=Female) _________ TODAYS DATE:_________________
YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO PATIENT:_____________________________________
PATIENT’S NAME:______________________________________________________
How likely is your spouse to doze off or fall asleep in the following situations, in contrast to appearing
just tired? This refers to their way of life in recent times. Even if they have not done some of these things
recently, compare these situations to their past and how it would effect your spouse. Use the following
scale to choose the most appropriate number for each situation.
0= would never doze
1= slight chance of dozing
2= moderate chance of dozing
3= high chance of dozing
SITUATIONS:

CHANCE OF DOZING

Sitting And reading

_____________________

Watching TV

_____________________

Sitting, inactive in a public place

_____________________

As a passenger in a car for an hour without a break

_____________________

Lying down to rest in the after noon

_____________________

Sitting and talking to someone

_____________________

Sitting quietly after a lunch without alcohol

_____________________

In a car, while stopped for a few minutes traffic

_____________________

Thank you for your cooperation!***Please return this in 3 weeks if instructed to do so.

